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Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 128 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x
6.6in. x 0.4in.Historians dispute the founding of Arlington. Some say Arlington started in 1848 when
Col. Middleton Tate Johnson started the settlement called Johnsons Station, a forerunner of
Arlington. Others say it was 1876, when the railroad arrived, or 1877, when the post office was
established. Still others claim 1884 as the founding, because that was when city leaders
incorporated Arlington, naming the town after the home of Gen. Robert E. Lee. Whatever date one
chooses for the founding, there is no question that Arlington has grown from its frontier origins into
the entertainment center of North Texas. Highlights of Arlingtons development include Depression-
era gambling at Top O Hill and Arlington Downs, Progressive values in the Berachah Home for
Erring Girls, higher education through the University of Texas at Arlington, and economic expansion
with General Motors. More recently, energetic citizens like former mayor Tommy Vandergriff helped
bring two professional sports teams to Arlington. Today the Texas Rangers and Dallas Cowboys
share top billing with the citys other signature attractions--Six Flags Over Texas and Hurricane
Harbor. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La...
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ReviewsReviews

A really wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. I actually have study and i am sure that i am going to gonna read through once more yet
again in the future. I am pleased to explain how this is actually the finest ebook we have study inside my personal daily life and might be he finest book for
at any time.
-- K r isty Str om a n-- K r isty Str om a n

This sort of ebook is every thing and made me hunting forward and a lot more. I have read through and i also am confident that i am going to going to go
through once again once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Pr of . K ip Spinka  IV-- Pr of . K ip Spinka  IV
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